
April 2021 Study Guide

We are continuing our progression through the rule book which for 2021 
will essentially be unchanged. This month Rules 3 and 4.  

Rule 3-1

There are some rules involved in the three minute warm up and halftime -
one of which (halftime length) is unique to Georgia:

A. Halftimes in Georgia are 20 min but may shortened to 15 
                         min by agreement of administrators during the week prior to 
                         the game. NFHS rule book describes a fifteen minute half 
                         time. Weather issues can also cause discussion and 
                         agreement to shorten the halftime especially since there was 
                         significant delay in the last three minutes of the second    
                         quarter of at least thirty minutes (Rule 3-1-6c EX) Under this 
                         rule the halftime must be at least one minute and the three 
                         min mandatory warm up must still be provided.  

B. The three minute warm up is mandatory but where it is 
                         performed and what constitutes a warm up is not- under 
                         NFHS interpretation.  This has evolved over time because 
                         playing temperatures ( very cold ), rain and snow have 
                         forced teams in certain geographic locations to alter their 
                         halftime routines. The following are salient requirements:

1.  The opportunity to have a three minute warm 
                                               up timed on the clock must be given. A team 
                                               DOES NOT have to have any unified activity 
                                               during this period. They can stand in their end 
                                               zone or even in front of their bench.  You might 
                                               see this with games on a very warm evening. 

2.  Teams in certain  geographic locations have 
                                               warmed up in their warmer locker rooms or 
                                               under their stadium areas for shelter. They do 
                                               make a presence known at the end of halftime 
                                               and prior to the start of the three minute            
                                             mandatory on the field often with kicking teams                            
                                             and coaches and therefore meet the requirement 
                                             to be “ on the field “ prior to the start of the 



                                             three minute period.  This appears to meet 
                                             NFHS and individual state association 
                                             requirements of being “ on the field “ . There are 
                                             teams in Georgia who warm up outside their                     
                                             locker rooms off the field entrance in clear 
                                             visibility of officials.   
                                             They send kickers and snappers on the field 
                                             along with multiple coaches. Given the wide                           
                                             range of interpretation by the NFHS and latitude 
                                             exhibited unusual practices should not be over 
                                             reacted to but reported to allow GHSA officials 
                                             to evaluate. 

Rule 3-3-3 and 3-3-4

All members of the crew must know what EXTENDS a period and what 
does NOT extend 

Rule 3-4

Each crew member should know the reasons and situations the game clock is 
started and stopped

Time Outs and Conferences Rule 3-5

Each crew member should know:
A.  The number of charged time outs per team per half awarded
B.  How a penalty decision affects the granting of a time out
C.  Repair of faulty equipment and time outs
D.  Successive time outs
E.  When a time out can be granted after all time outs have 

                          been used
F.  All examples of official time outs
G.  Know what type of conference can be held during a time out 

                          and where and involve how many coaches.  Rule 3-5-8

Rule 3-6  The play clock and Ready for Play



Each crew member should have understanding of when a 25 or 40 second 
play clock is used and a CLEAR definition of what the “ready for play” is.  
This certainly has changed in recent years. It may involve a ready for play 
signal and whistle by the Referee or simply be when the ball has been 
spotted and is ready for play by the team in possession. So many rules 
involve the ball being ready for play- encroachment, false start as examples. 
Can you name others?

Carry over from 2020:
A.  3-6-1a  A 25 second clock is used following any legal kick 

                          when either team is awarded a new series
B.  There is a different play clock following an injury time out 

                          depending on which team had the injured player. Offense 25 
                          seconds.  Defense 40 seconds. 

Rule 3-7

Complete understanding of what is a substitute, how he becomes a player 
and what is an illegal substitute is required of all crew members. 

Rule 4

Rule 4-1:  How do we put the ball in play and from where? 
        4-2:  What are the examples of a dead ball and how does a dead ball 
                 affect both the play and game clock?
        4-3:  How are inadvertent whistles managed?
        4-4:  What is the out of bounds spot for loose balls? A ball carried out 
               of bounds? (This is NOT where most think it is) When can Team A 
               or K designate the spot for the next play? 

Ideas for Crew Discussion

1.  Who has responsibility to observe or manage stopping or adjusting both 
     the game or play clock in the following situations:

A.  Near the end of a period
B.  Especially the end of the fourth quarter
C.  Extended pile ups 
D.  Inadvertent whistles



E.  The absence of a visible play clock
F.  The game clock at only one end of the field
G.  During plays that dead with dead balls requiring game clock 

                          stoppage
H.  How do we tell the difference between illegal substitution 

                          and participation? 

Sample Questions

Extending the Period
1.  Offense snaps the ball from their own 3 yard line. QB under center, 
     fumbles the snap, recovers and advances to the 5 yard line. An offensive 
     lineman holds in the end zone.  Penalty is accepted. Time 
     expires for the first quarter during the play. The first quarter must be 
     extended by a Team A kickoff from their 20 yard line as an untimed      
     down without changing goals.  

A.  True 
B.  False

Dead Ball
2.  During a punt return the Line Judge has unintentional contact with a 
     Coach.  At the contact the Line Judge blows his whistle to stop 
     play and drops his flag.  This official is correct.  

A.  True
B.  False

Game Clock
3.  Concerning the GAME clock which statement is TRUE:

A.  The game clock starts on all free kicks when the ball is 
                           kicked

B.  The game clock starts on first touching by K on free kicks
C.  In the event of an accepted penalty with less than two 

                           minutes remaining in either half the offended team has the 
                           option to start the game clock on the snap or the ready for 
                           play

D.  Team K punt is blocked behind the line of scrimmage on 
      fourth down.   Kicker recovers the blocked ball and 



      advances past the line to gain.  The game clock should stop 
                           at the award of a first down and start again on the snap.  

E.  The game clock will start on the ready for play after a delay 
                          of game penalty is accepted

Play Clock
4.  Of the following plays which does NOT result in setting the play clock 
      to 40 seconds:

A.  On 2/7 a legal forward pass is incomplete
B.  A legal forward pass is completed for a first down and 

                          subsequent run ends in the field of play.  
C.  A run on 2/10 end out of bounds short of the line to gain
D.  A fumbles snap and recovery by Team A behind the line of 

                          scrimmage on fourth down
E.  None of the above

Conferences
5.  It is legal for a player to go near the sideline between 
      downs to communicate with coaches

A.  True 
B.  False

Illegal Substitution and Participation
6.  During a down a defender steps onto the field after the snap thinking he           
     was needed as the eleventh player on defense.  He freezes five yards    
     into the field as his coaches are urging him to come back off the field. 
     The play action is well away from his position but he did enter the field 
      during a live ball. This is illegal substitution.   

A.  True
B.  False

Case Play- Game Clock
7.   After a completed pass in bounds Team A is faced with 1/goal from the 
      B 8-yard  line.  With 00:37 left in the second period a Team A lineman 
      false starts after the first down signal and the Referee starting the clock.  
      Defensive team head coach insists he has the option to start the game 
      clock on the ready for play when less than two minutes are left in either 
      half. He is correct. 



A. True
B.  False

Case Play- Game Clock
8.  With the clock running Team K punt is blocked behind the line of 
      scrimmage. The kicker recovers and advances past the line to gain and 
      is downed inbounds.  The next play the game clock will start:

A.  On the snap
B.  On the ready for play with Referee wind

Extending the Period
9.  On fourth down the ball carrier runs out of bounds and is hit late by a 
     linebacker. The runner failed to achieve the line to gain. Time expired 
     during the run for the first half. The first half must be extended by an 
     untimed down from the out of bounds spot. 

A.  True
B.  False 

Dead Ball
10.  Which of the following causes a dead ball to become live:

A.  A legal snap
B.  An illegal snap
C.  A free kick
D.  All the above
E.  A and C

Game Clock
11.  Team A pass is intercepted by a linebacker who runs ten yards and 
       fumbles.  The fumble is recovered by Team A.  The game clock will 
       start on the ready for play. 

A.  True
B.  False

Play Clock
12.  On 1/10 Team A runs for 12 yards before the play is blown dead by an 
       inadvertent whistle. Team A elects to take the results of the play at the 
       dead ball spot and a first down. The play clock is set at 40 seconds. 



A.  True 
B.  False 

Timeouts and Conferences 
13.  During a coach-referee conference to discuss a rule misapplication, a 
       regular player coach conference may be held by both teams since the 
       time out is initially charged to the team requesting the conference.   

A.  True
B.  False 

Play Clock
14.  A defensive player is attended to by medical staff after a play in the 
      fourth quarter.  The crew sets the play clock to forty seconds.  This crew 
      is correct. 

A.  True
B.  False 

Extending the Period
15. Time expires for the third quarter while a punt is in the air.  The Field 
      Judge moving in coverage an is unintentionally tripped by an assistant 
      coach for the kicking team. Sideline interference is flagged and the 
      receiving team accepts the penalty. The third quarter must be extended 
      for an untimed down. 

A.  True
B.  False

Dead Ball
16.  In a play that a receiver makes a valid fair catch signal but a different 
      receiver makes the catch the ball remains live.  

A.  True
B.  False 

Game Clock
17.  Team K punts with the game clock running prior to the snap.  A receiver 
       muffs the catch. The covering deep judge is fooled and blows his 
       whistle while the ball is loose. The down must be replayed and the 
       clock will start on the rekick.  

A.  True



B.  False 

Timeouts and Conferences
18.  Concerning timeouts and conferences which statement is TRUE:

A.  Unused time outs from the first half may be used in the 
                           second half

B.  Charged time outs may be reduced in length if both teams 
                are ready to play before the time out expires

C.  The Referee may call a time out to allow the kicker to put 
                           on his kicking shoe

D.  Two coaches may be present at a conference between the 
                           hash marks

Dead Ball
19.  Team K recovers a blocked scrimmage kick in or behind the neutral 
       zone. The ball has not been touched beyond the expanded neutral zone. 
       The ball becomes dead at the spot of recovery and the down counts.

A. True
B. False

Extending the Period
20.  The game clock is running near the end of the third quarter with four 
       seconds left when Team B encroaches.  After enforcement the Referee 
       winds the clock and the third quarter expires.  The period is extended 
       for an untimed down. 

A.  True
B.  False

Extending the Period
21.  QB rolls out on fourth down and throws a completed forward pass to an 
      eligible receiver who advances past the line to gain.  The QB was two 
      yards past the line of scrimmage at the B32 yard line when the pass was 
      Thrown and a flag is dropped by the Line Judge. Team B accepts the 
      penalty and will begin a new series 1/10 from the B37. Time 
      expired for the third quarter during the play.  The period will not be 
      extended 

A.  True
B.  False



Dead Ball
22.  Which of the following does not cause a live ball to become dead:

A.  An inadvertent whistle
B.  A runner going out of bounds
C.  Sideline interference by an assistant coach during a punt 
      return
D.  A runner’s forward progress is stopped

Game Clock
23.  Team K punts on fourth down with the clock running at the snap. Team 
       K is flagged for illegal formation.  The kick ends with a fair catch. The 
       penalty is accepted and Team R requests rekick after five yard penalty.     
       The game clock for the rekick starts on the snap. 

A.  True
B.  False

Clocks
24.  The officiating crew stops the game clock for an injury of a defender. 
       The play ended in bounds with 42 seconds remaining in the fourth 
       quarter.  The defender is attended to and a substitute enters.  The play 
       clock will be set to 40 seconds. The game clock will be started on the 
       Referee whistle and wind.

A.  True
B.  False 

Weather Delay
25.  If weather has caused an interruption of a game during the last 
       three minutes of the second period and the delay lasted 40 minutes the 
       opposing coaches can agree to shorten the halftime intermission. This 
       intermission must be at least one minute in length and there must be a 
       mandatory three minute warm up period. 

A.  True

Case Play- Extending the Period
26.  A trailing Team A, without time outs, snaps the ball on 3/goal with the 
       clock running.  The pass is complete and the receive is downed just    
       short of the goal line inbounds. Team A is flagged for holding.  The 



       penalty is enforced, the ball spotted, the covering official has moved 
       away and the Referee starts the clock.  Time expires before Team A can 
       attempt a field goal.  The period should be extended.

A.  True
B.  False 

Extending the Period
27.  After fumbling the snap the punter throws an errant pass downfield 
      caught by ineligible left tackle who advanced downfield from 
      scrimmage kick formation.  The line of scrimmage was the K30 yard 
      line and the pass caught at the K40 yard line. The crew flags both an 
      ineligible receiver downfield and illegal touching. Time expires for the 
      third quarter during the down. Which of the following statements is 
      correct:

A.   The crew is correct in discussing both penalties with Team 
                           R.

B.  If Team R accepts the penalty for either penalty the period 
                          must be extended for an untimed down.

C.  If Team R accepts the penalty for illegal touching Team R 
                           will have 1/10 from the K25 yard line. 

D.  If Team R accepts the penalty for illegal touching Team R 
                          will have 1/10 from the K35 yard line.

E.  A and C are correct

Live/Dead Ball 
28.  Runner A23 loses his helmet making a spin move and subsequently 
       fumbles. No foul was responsible. The ball remains live. 

A.  True
B.  False

Game Clock
29.  A defender intercepts, starts his return, is hit and fumbles the ball.  The 
      offense recovers in the field of play. The game clock should start on the 
      snap for the new series by the offense. 

A.  True
B.  False  

Play Clock



30.  Team A requests a time out to review a misapplication of a rule. The 
       play clock was running at the time of the request. Team A has one time 
       out left in the half.  The Referee and Head Coach of Team A agree there 
       was a misapplication of a rule. The play clock for the next down will be 
       set at 40 seconds.  

A.  True
B.  False

Time Outs and Conferences
31.  Concerning time outs and conferences which statement is FALSE:

A.  If an official calls a time out for an apparent injury and it is 
                          determined that the player is not injured he still must leave 
                          the game for at least one play

B.  Team A has used all three time outs allowed in the first half.  
                          The coach-calls a time out to request a coach-referee 
                          conference.  If the referee is determined to be correct Team 
                          A is charge with a delay of game penalty

C.  Unless the game clock is already stopped, an official’s time 
                          out should be taken once the ball becomes dead after a 
                          change in possession. 

D.  If one coach attends an on field conference between the 
                          hash marks with eleven players for thirty seconds, another 
                          coach may attend the remaining thirty seconds

Game Clock
32.  Team K punts with the clock running.  The kick is blocked, recovered 
       behind the line of scrimmage by the kicker who runs for a first down 
       staying in bounds.  The officials stop the clock, signal 1/10 for Team K 
       and start the game clock on the ready for play wind by the Referee.  
       These officials are correct. 

A.  True
B.  False 

Extending the Period 
33.  A linebacker intercepts a pass and advances. Just prior to being 
      tackled he hands the ball forward to a teammate who advances for a 
      touchdown. Time expires for the second quarter during the interception 



      return. A flag is thrown for illegal handing the ball forward. 
      Acceptance of the penalty will extend the period for an untimed down 
      by Team B since the foul occurred after change of possession. 

A.  True
B.  False  

Time Outs and Conferences
34.  Concerning time outs and conferences which statement is TRUE:

A.  The only time attendants may enter the field to assist their 
                           team is during an official’s time out

B.  Team R captain makes a time out request prior to making a 
                          decision on where the ball will be spotted for a try on the 
                          three yard line.  This should be declined. 

C.  A charged team time out towards their three per half is made 
                          when the repair of faulty player equipment delays the ready 
                          for play more than 25 seconds

D.  Coach-referee conferences are limited to 2 minutes in 
                           Length

Case Play- Fouls with Expiration of Time
35.  Team A has a receiver illegally in motion at the snap. Their legal 
       forward pass is intercepted and during the return there is a blindside 
       block by a Team B linebacker.  The return did not result in a score. Time 
       for the second quarter expires during the down.  If both teams accept 
       each other’s fouls the period is extended for an untimed replay of the 
       down. If both teams decline each other’s fouls the period is over.

A.  True
B.  False 

Extending the Period 
36.  A receiver muffs a punt after signaling for a fair catch.  The 
      receiver has his back turned to the Field Judge who blows his whistle 
      and signals to stop the clock while the ball is loose. The third quarter 
      time expires while the punt is airborne. Because there was no possession    
      ending the kick when the inadvertent whistle occurred the down must be 
      replayed and the replay will be the first play of the fourth quarter.

A.  True



Game Clock
37.  The game clock does not start on first touching by K on a free kick,  
       does not stop on first touching by K on a scrimmage kick and starts on 
       the ready for play if the down is replayed as a result of an inadvertent 
       whistle. 

A.  True
B.  False

Game and Play Clock
38.  Runner A32 helmet comes off as he is legally tackled in the field of 
       play on third down.  Which statement is TRUE:

A.  The game clock continues to run, the player must leave the 
                          game and a 40 sec play clock is set when the ball becomes 
                          dead

B.  The game clock is stopped, the player must leave the game 
      and a 40 second play clock is set. The game clock resumes 

                           on the Referee silent wind
C.  The game clock is stopped, the player must leave the game 

                          and a 25 second play clock set.  The game clock is started 
     on the Referee whistle and wind. 

Time Outs and Conferences
39.  Concerning time outs and conferences which statement is FALSE:

A.  Heat and Humidity and Television/Radio time outs are 
                          considered official’s time outs

B.  Measurement for or when a first down is declared are 
                          official’s time outs

C.  An authorized team conference may be held during an 
                          official’s time out or a charged team time out 

D.  Teams may have either an inside the hash mark or outside 
                          the nine yard mark conference during an injury 


